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Board Staff Submission on Threshold Issue 
Thunder Bay Hydro Electricity Distribution Inc. (“TBHE”) 

Motion to Review and Vary dated April 20, 2012 
EB-2012-0212 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

On April 20, 2012 TBHE filed a Notice of Motion (the “Motion”) for an Order or Orders of 

the Board for the following:   

 

Reviewing and varying its April 4, 2012 Decision and Order in the EB-2011-

0197 proceeding (the "Decision") as follows: 

a) that TBHE be permitted to recover its PILs proxies from October 1, 

2001 to April 30, 2002. 

 

The Board’s Decision found that TBHE’s entitlement to PILs proxies began with the 

effective date of the Board decision in EB-2002-0035, ie. May 1, 2002.  In its Motion 

TBHE submitted that the Board made three errors in fact and one error in law as 

summarized below:  
 

 Errors in Fact: 

1. The Board sanctioned methodology for recording PILs proxies in 2001 and 

2002 distinguished between March 1, 2002 and other rate implementation 

dates.  

2. Pre-May 1, 2002 PILs proxies could not be recovered because they 

represented costs incurred prior to the "effective date" of the 2002 rate order. 

TBHE indicated that while it is generally true that an effective date signifies 

the date that costs can start being recorded for recovery, an exception to that 

rule is the recovery of costs recorded in a deferral account.  

3. TBHE required a deferral account in order to be entitled to its pre-May 1, 

2002 PILs proxies. TBHE submitted it had a deferral account - Account 1562 

in which its pre-May 1, 2002 PILs proxies have been recorded correctly.  

 Error in Law:  

1. TBHE's PILs proxies for fourth quarter of 2001 and the first four months of 
2002 were built into its May 1, 2002 rates. TBHE stated that the denial of its 
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entitlement to PILs proxies prior to May 1, 2002 is effectively a retroactive rate 
adjustment and that TBHE is effectively being required to return amounts 
collected through a final rate order. 

 

On May 7, 2012, the Board issued a Notice of Motion to Vary and Procedural Order 

No.1 (the “Notice”). The Notice stated: 

 

The Board is of the view that the grounds for the Motion expressed by 

Thunder Bay Hydro appear to be arguments already heard by the Board in 

either EB-2011-0197 or in the Account 1562 Deferred PILs Combined 

Proceeding (EB-2008-0381). Therefore, the Board will invite submissions 

from parties on the threshold question in order to make a determination as 

to whether or not it will proceed to hear this Motion.1   

 

Accordingly, the Notice set out due dates for TBHE, intervenors and Board staff to file 

submissions on the threshold question of whether or not to proceed to hear the Motion. 

 

Threshold Issue 

 

Under Rule 45.01 of the Board’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, the Board may 

determine, with or without a hearing, a threshold question of whether the matter should 

be reviewed before conducting any review on the merits. Section 45.01 of the Board’s 

Rules of Practice and Procedure (the “Rules”) provides that:  

 

In respect of a motion brought under Rule 42.01, the Board may determine, 

with or without a hearing, a threshold question of whether the matter should 

be reviewed before conducting any review on the merits. 

 

Rule 44.01(a) provides the grounds upon which a motion may be raised with the Board: 

 

Every notice of a motion made under Rule 42.01, in addition to the requirements 

under Rule 8.02, shall: 

 

(a)  set out the grounds for the motion that raise a question as to the correctness of 

the order or decision, which grounds may include: 

                                            
1 EB-2012-0212, Notice of Motion to Vary and Procedural Order No.1 dated May 7, 2012, p.3 
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(i)  error in fact; 

(ii) change in circumstances; 

(iii) new facts that have arisen; 

(iv) facts that were not previously placed in evidence in the proceeding 

and could not have been discovered by reasonable diligence at the time. 

 

The threshold test was articulated in the Board’s decision on several motions filed in the 

Natural Gas Electricity Interface Review Decision (“NGEIR Review Decision”)2. 

 

In the NGEIR Decision, the Board stated that the purpose of the threshold question is to 

determine whether the grounds put forward by the moving party raised a question as to 

the correctness of the order or the decision, and whether there was enough substance 

to the issues raised such that a review based on those issues could result in the Board 

varying, cancelling or suspending the decision.  

 

In accordance with Procedural Order No.1, TBHE filed with the Board its submission on 

the threshold question on May 14, 2012.  

 

The following is Board staff’s submission on the threshold question. 

 

SUBMISSIONS ON THE THRESHOLD ISSUE OF “IDENTIFIABLE ERROR” 

 

In the event that the Board wishes to consider the facts in determining whether to hear 

the Motion or not, Board staff offers the following analysis.  Board staff refers to 

attachments related to TBHE’s 2001 and 2002 applications and these documents are 

listed on page 24 of this submission.   

 

Board staff submits that the Board has not erred in fact nor has the Board erred in law, 

that there is no ‘identifiable error’ and that therefore, the Motion should be dismissed 

without a hearing of the merits of the motion.       

 

Inconsistencies in RRR Filings 

 

                                            
2 Motions to Review the Natural Gas Electricity Interface Review Decision, EB-2006-0332/0338/0340, May 22, 
2007, p. 18 and recently applied in EB-2011-0053, April 21, 2011 (“Grey Highlands Decision”), appeal dismissed 
by Divisional Court (February 23, 2012). 
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In its original application, TBHE applied to recover $328,0403. The Board’s Decision 

approved a credit of $785,990.  

 

In its RRR4 filed with the Board, TBHE showed $0 [zero] for December 31, 2002 and a 

credit balance of $1,666,723 for December 31, 2011 in Account 1562. The 2011 

balance was filed by TBHE at the end of February 2012.  In another RRR balance filing 

made near the end of April 2012, TBHE reported a credit balance in Account 1562 of 

$706,546. The balance reported for December 31, 2011 (as updated) does not match 

TBHE’s original application, the Board’s Decision or the balances stated in this Motion.  

 

Table 1 

 
Thunder Bay 

RRR - Account 1562 Balances 

     

2002 0  2007 -1,563,832

     

2003 -498,678  2008 -1,619,277

     

2004 -616,223  2009 -1,635,123

     

2005 -838,667  2010 -1,646,222

     

2006 -1,498,641  2011 -1,666,723

Updated RRR filing 2011 -706,546

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relevance of TBHE’s Historical Rate Applications 

 

Board staff has attached correspondence to this submission dated September 14, 

20015 which was submitted by TBHE in its 2001 rate application.  This letter was 

referenced in the Board’s decision6  issued on November 8, 2001.  This correspondence 

describes some of the rate mitigation measures taken by the management that was 

responsible for utility operations at the time.  In other correspondence sent to the Board 

as part of the 2001 application, the shareholder and its management requested to 
                                            
3 EB-2011-0197, Reply Submission Dated February 23, 2012, PDF p.4. 
4 OEB’s Reporting and Record Keeping Requirements filed quarterly and annually. 
5 Attachment 3, TBHE, letter to Board, September 10, 2001, received on September 14, 2001. 
6 Attachment 1, RP-2000-0055/EB-2000-0497/EB-2001-0163, Decision, page 2. 

Motion to Review and Vary the Board’s Decision in EB-2011-0197  
May 23, 2012 
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operate as a not for profit corporation at the level of the return that the utility earned in 

1999.7   

 

TBHE stated that it expected to collect PILs from customers on a flow through basis in 

order to maintain the same level of return as in 1999.  Management wanted the rate 

changes to be revenue neutral.  Board staff submits that TBHE expected to recover only 

what it paid the government in PILs.8   

 

Flow through taxes refer to a concept that is different from the Board’s Account 1562 

deferred PILs true-up methodology which only trues up some components of the 

difference between actual PILs assessed and the proxy allowed in distribution rates by 

the Board.[See pages 9-13 in this submission.]  

  

TBHE’s current management has applied the concepts in the Board’s regulatory PILs 

true-up methodology in calculating the amount of $328,040 they wish to recover from 

ratepayers without addressing the impact (if any) of delayed implementation.   

 

It is Board staff’s view that TBHE’s management who ran the company from 2001-2005 

expected to recover only the assessed amount of $3,850,663 on a flow through basis in 

order to be revenue neutral.  TBHE collected $6,992,594 from its customers during the 

period covered by the Account 1562 methodology.  The difference is an over-collection 

of $3,141,931 as shown in the table below.     

 

Table 2 

 
Thunder Bay 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 Total 

          

Notices of Assessment         

Corporate minimum tax  44,559     44,559

          

Ontario capital tax 57,483 234,919 241,158 250,838 236,667  1,021,065

          

Ontario income tax    168,593 204,765 499,447  872,805

          

Large corporation tax 40,276 142,458 126,290 39,799 16,852  365,675

                                            
7 Attachment 2, TBHE’s letter dated December 8 (11), 2000; Attachment 4, responses to Board staff’s 
interrogatories April 25 (27), 2001, #2, #3;  Attachment 5, responses to Board staff’s interrogatories June 27 (29), 
2001, #3, #4. 
8 Attachment 3, TBHE, letter to Board, September 10, 2001, received on September 14, 2001. 
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Federal income tax   411,297 323,528 811,734  1,546,559

          

Taxes Assessed (1) 97,759 421,936 947,338 818,930 1,564,700   3,850,663

          

Billed to Customers (2)   1,327,992 2,036,248 1,354,169 1,511,915 762,270 6,992,594

                

Sources:         

1. Notices of assessment filed with tax return evidence 

2. Appendix D_TBHEDI_PILs recoveries calculation_20120130_xls_IRR BS_20120131.XLS 

 

Having reviewed TBHE management’s correspondence from the period 2001-2005, one 

could argue that the original requests of TBHE’s management and the economic intent 

of its application choices should be respected.  By so doing, the Board would have to 

allow a refund to customers of the over-collection of $3,141,931.   

 

Board staff submits that generating this level of over-collections ($3,141,931) was not 

part of management’s or the City’s intentions as demonstrated in its applications and 

correspondence.  

 

The following interrogatories and TBHE’s responses were taken from the 2001 

proceeding [RP-2000-0055/EB-2000-0497/EB-2001-0163]. Response to Board Staff 

Interrogatory List #2, June 27, 2001: 

 

Question 3:  

Please provide the Utility’s decision on Question 5 of Board Staff 

Interrogatory List #1. 

 

For your reference, Question 5 is as follows: 

 

The Utility has indicated in the Manager’s Summary the City of Thunder Bay 

(the shareholder) requested Thunder Bay Hydro to operate as a “Not For 

Profit” corporation.  Consequently, the Utility has no increase in rates due to 

the MARR (i.e.1/3 of the amount) in the Year 2001.  The Utility has 

indicated that it recognizes that this amount will not be available for 

recovery in future years.  Please confirm whether or not the Utility plans to 

increase rates in the Year 2002 (i.e. 1/3 of the MARR) and Year 2003 (i.e. 

1/3 of the MARR) based on the remaining 2/3 of the MARR.  And if not, 
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confirm the Utility understands that this amount(s) also will be foregone and 

may not be available for recovery in future years. 

 

Response: 

It is the intention of the shareholder to have the utility set its rate to maintain 

its current status. Rate of return is not to be a motivating factor. The utility 

has received direction from the shareholder to maintain the rate of return it 

required in 1999. Please find attached a RUD model that reflects this 

direction.  

 

Question 4: 

Please confirm that the Utility has selected a Target Return on Equity of 

1.308 percent and a Debt Rate of 1.308 percent in order to maintain its 

historic rate of return based on 1999 financial results. 

 

Response: 

We confirm that the Utility has selected a Target Return on Equity of 1.308 

percent and a Debt Rate of 1.308 percent in order to maintain its historic 

rate of return based on 1999 results. 

 

TBHE applied to the Board for 2001 rates that included a very low ROE of 1.31% and a 

delay in implementation of this low ROE until market opening.  TBHE did not indicate 

that it would suffer economic hardship or damage its economic viability while 

maintaining a not-for-profit business approach for the foreseeable future.  

 

The management at the time did not want to burden ratepayers beyond the rates 

necessary to maintain the 1999 not-for-profit ROE.  Board staff submits that current 

management appears now to want to collect from current ratepayers the costs that the 

prior management decided to avoid when it asked for unbundled rates including PILs to 

be effective at market opening of May 1, 2002.   

 

Board staff submits that the current decision of the Board in EB-2011-0197 is consistent 

with the 2001 and 2002 decisions of the Board, and the new finding on the treatment of 

delayed implementation is not only consistent with the manner in which the actual rates 

were applied, but also consistent with the wishes of the shareholder and the 

management of TBHE in the historic period.   
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Board staff submits that the Board has not erred in fact.  The Board has chosen not to 

change or to reinterpret the facts that are clearly on the record of TBHE’s prior 

proceedings and must be read as written, and in the context of the time that the Board’s 

two decisions were issued. 

 

Notwithstanding TBHE’s own assertions at the time, Board staff understands that a total 

true up of the amounts collected from ratepayers and the amounts actually paid in taxes 

to the government was not the intent of the Account 1562 methodology and Board staff 

would not support such an outcome.  Board staff takes this position despite the fact that 

it would appear that TBHE itself may have been suggesting that this may be a 

reasonable view to take on the appropriate balance in Account 1562 as noted in the 

excerpt provided by TBHE of an EDA submission in the Combined Proceeding.9 

 

However, Board staff does support the balance approved in the original 2012 IRM 

Decision based on the existing methodology as it was applied coupled with a new 

finding on one issue (that of delayed implementation) that the Board had not previously 

considered. 

 

No Error in Fact #1 

 

Combined Proceeding (EB-2008-0381) 

In 2001, the Board approved a regulatory PILs tax proxy approach for rate applications 

coupled with a true-up mechanism filed under the RRR to account for changes in tax 

legislation and rules, and to true-up between certain proxy amounts used to set rates 

and the actual amounts. The variances resulting from the true-up were tracked in 

Account 1562 for the period 2001 through April 30, 2006. 

 

On November 28, 2008, pursuant to sections 78, 19 (4) and 21 (5) of the Ontario 

Energy Board Act, 1998, the Ontario Energy Board commenced a combined proceeding 

on its own motion to determine the accuracy of the final account balances with respect 

to Account 1562 Deferred Payments in Lieu of Taxes (“PILs”) (for the period October 1, 

2001 to April 30, 2006) for certain electricity distributors that filed 2008 and 2009 

distribution rate applications. The Board subsequently determined that ENWIN Utilities 

Ltd. (“ENWIN”), Halton Hills Hydro Inc. (“Halton Hills”) and Barrie Hydro Distribution Inc. 
                                            
9 EB-2012-0212, TBHE Submission on threshold question, May 14, 2012, Para 6 
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(“Barrie”) should provide their specific evidence on the disposition of Account 1562 

(collectively, the “Applicants”). The Board had announced its intention to hold such a 

proceeding in a letter to all distributors issued on March 3, 2008 and at that time 

assigned file number EB-2007-0820. File number EB-2008-0381 was assigned to this 

combined proceeding when it commenced on November 28, 2008. 

 

In the Board staff discussion paper issued in August 2008, the issue of delayed 

implementation was raised.10  It did not appear on the issues list for EB-2008-0381 

(hereafter referred to as the “Combined Proceeding”) because none of the three 

applicants had this specific set of facts.  The three applicants unbundled their rates in 

2001 in accordance with the Board’s instructions and directives from the Minister, and 

implemented those unbundled rates.   

 

In its May 14 submission, TBHE makes the point that there is no distinction between the 

March 1, 2002 and May 1, 2002 dates, otherwise why would Board staff have raised 

this issue in the Combined Proceeding?11 Board staff does not understand TBHE’s logic 

and can only say that Board staff raised this issue in the Combined Proceeding because 

it was an outstanding issue at the time, and as it turned out, remained outstanding until 

a Board Panel turned its mind to the matter in TBHE’s 2012 IRM application.  

 

TBHE requested to delay implementation of unbundled rates which included PILs proxy 

expense until market opening as a rate mitigation measure supported by the City and by 

the distributor’s management at the time. TBHE’s stated intention was to operate as a 

not-for-profit company earning the same return as it did in 1999. 

 

APH Article 220 was revised on December 20, 2001 and provided minimum guidance 

for the use of Account 1562.  FAQ April 2003 provided examples of the accounting 

entries related to Account 1562 Deferred PILs.  The year selected for the example was 

the twelve month complete year of 2003.  FAQ April 2003 did not deal with the 

complexities associated with periods of less than twelve months. 

 

 
10 OEB Staff Discussion Paper Account 1562 – Deferred Payments in Lieu of Taxes/ Appendix B/ Part I/ #1 Date 
for the initial entries into the PILs 1562 account. 
11 Paragraph 9, TBHE Submission on the threshold question, May 14, 012 
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The FAQ April 2003 guideline was issued more than one year after the Board’s second 

decision approving TBHE’s voluntary requests for unbundled rates including PILs to be 

effective coincident with market opening on May 1, 2002. 

 

The three applicants in the Combined Proceeding did not ask to delay 2001 or 2002 

implementation of unbundled rates until market opening. Their specific regulatory and 

PILs tax facts were different, and the Board addressed this in its decision: 

 

The Board cannot adjust the PILs amount included in any final rates – 

during or after the rate freeze period. The Board is prohibited from changing 

rates retroactively or retrospectively. No parties disputed this limitation on 

the Board’s jurisdiction.  

 

However, the Board finds that it can review the balances in Account 1562 

across the entire time period, including during the Bill 210 period, and 

dispose of those balances. Some parties have described this as a prudence 

review. It is not a prudence review in the sense of determining whether 

expenditures were prudently incurred; rather it is a prudence review in the 

sense of ensuring the accuracy of the accounts and whether the amounts 

placed in the accounts were calculated in a manner consistent with the 

Board’s methodology as it was established at the time.  

 

There was no significant disagreement in the submissions on this point 

either. It is clear from the legislation that the account was permitted to be 

continued, and reviewing the balance for accuracy and prudence is a 

necessary part of any disposition determination.12 

 

There may be differences now as to the interpretation of the methodology at 

various points in time. The EDA and CLD portray the main purpose of the 

account as being to record the difference between what was included 

in rates and what was collected from ratepayers through rates. 

[Emphasis added.]  There is some acknowledgement by those parties that 

the account was also intended for some level of true-up between 

amounts included in rates and amounts actually payable. [Emphasis 

added.] To the extent there is some true up component to the account, the 
 

12 EB-2008-0381, Decision with Reasons, December 18, 2009, page 4. 
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resulting balances are not an attempt to change the rates underlying the 

final rate orders; the balances appropriately reflect the purpose and 

objective of the account as it was established at the time.  

 

The parties may well differ in their interpretations of the methodology 

but the Board will decide those questions on the basis of the facts and 

the underlying documents. [Emphasis added] The Board will not enter 

into an enquiry as to what the methodology should have been but rather, will 

determine, where necessary, what the methodology was and what the 

appropriate application of the methodology should have been.13 

 

In Procedural Order No. 8 of the Combined Proceeding,14 the Board made the following 

finding: 

 

On Issues Day before the Board the CLD, EnWin and SEC made 

submissions on how the Board should approach its review of the 

methodology, ratemaking principles and the evidence of the three applicants 

in this proceeding. The Board finds that its Decision of December 18th, and 

the discussion contained in the hearing transcript for Issues Day, provide 

the full extent of the scope of this proceeding that the Board considers 

appropriate at this time. 

 

In Procedural Order No. 8 of the Combined Proceeding,15 the Board included language 

at the top of the approved final issues list the Board released following Issues Day: 

  

In the Board's Decision in this proceeding, which was issued December 18, 

2009, the Board established certain parameters for this proceeding. Among 

those parameters, the Board stated: “The Board will not enter into an 

enquiry as to what the methodology should have been but rather, will 

determine, where necessary, what the methodology was and what the 

appropriate application of the methodology should have been.” Accordingly, 

the individual issues below are to be interpreted in a manner that exclusively 

furthers the Board's determination as set out in the Decision.  

                                            
13 EB-2008-0381, Decision with Reasons, December 18, 2009, pages 6-7. 
14 EB-2008-0381, Procedural Order No. 8, February 17, 2010, page 3, para 5. 
15 EB-2008-0381, Procedural Order No. 8, Final Issues List, February 17, 2010. 
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Further, the issues below only address the issues relevant to the three 

named applicants; Account 1562 Deferred PILs issues that are relevant 

to the disposition of the account for other LDCs, but which are not 

relevant to the three named applicants, are not within the scope of this 

proceeding. [Emphasis added.] 

 

In the transcript of Issues Day before the Board, Presiding Member Ken Quesnelle 

made the following statements: 

  

What we don't want to do now, in fairness to the applicants that are before 

the Board, is slow down these proceedings in testing hypothetical scenarios, 

in tweaking the existing evidence to a point where it might suit someone 

else who is outside of this proceeding and to test hypotheticals.16 

 

We have come this far and we want to concentrate on the applicants 

that are before us and the evidence that is here.17 [Emphasis added.] 

 

But we will be resisting the stretching of the current applicants' evidence to 

consider all permutations of scenarios that could occur.18   

 

Submission 

Board staff submits that the above quotations from the Combined Proceeding 

demonstrate that the Board did not opine on the methodology for recording PILs proxies 

in 2001 and 2002 for non-March 1, 2002 rate implementation dates.  

 

In its submission on the threshold question, TBHE stated:  

 

The Board's decision in the IRM Proceeding, mistakenly believed that the 

methodology in place at the relevant time treated March 1, 2002 and post-

March 1, 2002 effective rate dates differently. This is not the case…It is 

clear that the Board sanctioned methodology for recording PILs proxies in 

                                            
16 Decision on Issues List, Transcript, Issues Day, February 9, 2010, Page 32, lines 21-26 
17 Decision on Issues List, Transcript, Issues Day, February 9, 2010, Page 33, lines 10-12. 
18 Decision on Issues List, Transcript, Issues Day, February 9, 2010, Page 34, lines 10-12. 
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2001 and 2002 did not distinguish between March 1, 2002 and non-March 

1, 2002 effective rates.19 

 

In the Combined Proceeding, the Board stated that it was not considering issues that 

were not relevant to the applicants of that proceeding. All three applicants in the 

Combined Proceeding had March 1, 2002 implementation dates.  

 

It is Board staff’s view that the treatment of delayed implementation was not addressed 

as part of the original methodology and that the Board opined on it for the first time in 

TBHE’s 2012 IRM application.  In Board staff’s view, this means that TBHE is actually 

arguing with the outcome of the Panel’s interpretation of a scenario that was not 

explicitly considered under the Account 1562 methodology at the time.  Board staff 

notes that this is not sufficient grounds for a motion to review and vary. 

 

No Error in Fact # 2 

TBHE submitted that an error in fact was made by the Board in finding that pre-May 1, 

2002 PILs proxies could not be recovered because they represented costs incurred 

prior to the effective date of the 2002 rate order. TBHE argued that  

 

…while it is generally true that an effective date signifies the date that costs 

can start being recorded for recovery, an exception to that rule is the 

recovery of costs recorded in a deferral account.20 

 

Submission 

As mentioned throughout this submission, TBHE requested that the effective date of its 

rates be delayed to May 1, 2002. Board staff notes that delaying the effective date of its 

unbundled rates to May 1, 2002 also delayed all components of the unbundled rates 

including PILs. 

 

As TBHE correctly identified in the above quotation, generally, the effective date of an 

account signifies the date that costs start being recorded in that account. In Board 

staff’s view this applies to Account 1562. No exception to this general rule of the 

effective date being the date from which costs can be recorded was given by the Board 

                                            
19 EB-2012-0212, TBHE Submission dated May 14, 2012, para. 8 
20 EB-2012-0212, TBHE Submission dated May 14, 2012, para. 14 
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with respect to Account 1562 in either TBHE’s 2002 rates application or subsequent 

decisions.  

 

This issue in relation to Account 1562 was first considered by the Board in its decision 

on TBHE’s 2012 IRM application where it stated: 

 

The Board notes that the effective date for the 2002 rates including the 2001 

and 2002 proxies was delayed to May 1, 2002 at the request of Thunder 

Bay. The Board acknowledges that Thunder Bay had a PILs liability for the 

period October 1, 2001 to April 31, 2002. However, the Board is of the view 

that the entitlement to PILs in rates commenced with the effective date for 

rates, not the date taxation commenced.21 

 

Board staff submits that the Board did not err in fact in finding that TBHE should not be 

permitted to record costs in Account 1562 prior to the effective date of the rates as there 

were no previous findings to state otherwise.  Further, TBHE’s new unbundled rates that 

did become effective on May 1, 2002, contained the full amounts of the fourth quarter 

2001 PILs proxy of $576,479 and the 2002 test year amount of $1,389,804 and were 

recovered in TBHE’s rate year of May 1, 2002 to April 30, 2003.  

 

No Error in Fact # 3 

 

TBHE indicated that another error in fact made by the Board was that TBHE required a 

deferral account in order to be entitled to its pre-May 1, 2002 PILs proxies. TBHE 

stated: 

 

Perhaps the Board was contemplating the absence of a deferral account to 

record lost revenues resulting from delayed rate implementation from March 

1, 2002 (the standard effective date for rates) to May 1, 2002 (the effective 

date of TBHE's rates). If this were the case, the Board's decision would also 

be erroneous since such a deferral account would have only covered lost 

revenues for two months (March and April of 2002), so the absence of such 

a deferral account would have resulted in TBHE losing two months of PILs 

proxies and not seven months which was the result of the Board's decision. 
 

 
21 EB-2011-0197, Decision and Order dated April 4, 2012, p11 
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Submission 
 

The Board issued two decisions in 2001 and in 2002 granting TBHE’s requests to 

mitigate rates through maintaining a return consistent with its 1999 ROE, receiving PILs 

expense on a flow through basis and delaying any increase in rates until market 

opening which became May 1, 2002.  The Board’s current decision upholds the prior 

decisions of the Board and management’s request of the time period to relieve the 

burden on ratepayers. 

 

The 2001 fourth quarter deferral account amount of $576,479 and the 2002 test year 

amount of $1,389,804 were both included in rates and were recovered in TBHE’s rate 

year that started on May 1, 2002.  This is the tax expense that TBHE is entitled to 

recover.  Rate years, calendar years, and short years have often caused confusion.  

Board staff submits that Board decisions outrank Board guidelines in the hierarchy, and 

distributor-specific facts and evidence outweigh generic considerations. 

      

In its decision in the Combined Proceeding the Board addressed the issue as follows: 

 

The CLD submitted that the 2001 Board approved PILs amounts were 

approved in final orders for 2002 which were frozen by Bill 210; and the 

Board, therefore, does not have the jurisdiction to retroactively deny 

recovery of those amounts, although the Board may dispose of the net 

differences between the deferred PILs amounts approved in rates and the 

amounts billed to customers for the period 2002-2004.  

 

In support of its submission the CLD relied on the Board staff discussion 

paper which described the purpose of account 1562 as “designed to track 

and record the variances resulting from the difference between the Board-

approved PILs amount and the amount of actual billings that relate to the 

recovery of PILs.” 

 

The CLD stated that the 2002 rate orders, which included an allowance for 

the 2001 PILs amounts, were final in nature and are not open to revision 

until replaced by a subsequent rate order. The CLD referred to several 

cases in support of the well established rule against retroactive rate-making. 
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The CLD’s submission then went on to discuss the relevance of deferral 

accounts which are distinct from final rates in that they do not vary the 

original approved rate order. The CLD relied on the Supreme Court of 

Canada decision in Bell Canada v. Bell Aliant Regional Communications 

which involved a regulatory scheme that set rates and captured in an 

earnings-sharing deferral account the difference between the set rates and 

amounts actually collected. 
 

In conclusion, the CLD submitted that an account that tracks differences in 

amounts approved in rates and actual amounts recovered from customers 

cannot be used to change amounts that were approved in base distribution 

rates. It argued that the 2001 PILs amounts were collected under final rate 

orders and they cannot be retroactively adjusted, although the Board may 

dispose of the net differences between the deferred PILs amounts approved 

in rates and the amounts billed to customers from 2002-2004.22 

 

The Board wrote these findings in the decision: 

 

The 2001 PILs, also referred to as the 2001 PILS ‘proxy’, were included in 

2002 rates that were collected by distributors beyond the 2002 rate year due 

to the rate freeze imposed by Bill 210 in 2002.  

 

The 2001 PILs rate components were not identified in the tariff sheet as 

separate rate riders having a sunset expiration date but rather formed a 

component of the total distribution rate structure. 

 

In its instructions, the Board required the 2001 PILs proxy included in rates, 

and amounts collected from (or billed to) customers for the 2001 PILs proxy 

rate components, to be recorded in the PILs 1562 deferral account. The 

function of the account was to determine the difference between a dollar 

amount (the PILS proxy), that formed part of the approved rate, and a dollar 

amount that was actually collected for that purpose. No departure from this 

guidance was implied or expressed in subsequent Board directions. The 

2001 PILs proxy remained a portion of the amount to be collected for as 

long as it remained in rates. The variances derived by following the various 

 
22 EB-2008-0381, Decision and Order, pages 19-20. 
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forms of guidance and instructions were also to be posted to the PILs 1562 

deferral account. 

 

The SEC contention that the Board methodology required the 2001 PILs 

proxy to be included in the true-up calculations thus reducing the amounts 

now recoverable from the ratepayers is simply not supported by the 

instructions and guidance provided. The Applicants were required to 

account for both the 2001 PILs proxy components included in rates and the 

PILs actually collected from customers until the rates were changed in 2004. 

There was no methodology in place that would have had the effect of 

backing out a portion of the approved rate as part of the true-up calculation.  

 

The Board considers the methodology that was in place at the time to be 

one that had the functional objective of tracking, among other things, the 

variance between the 2001 PILS proxy in rates (and therefore approved on 

an ongoing basis), and the 2001 PILs collected from (or billed to) 

customers. The Board’s assessment of the appropriate account balances is 

therefore based on each Applicant’s application of this methodology.23 

 

Board staff submits that the current Board decision is consistent with the 2001 and 2002 

decisions in TBHE’s applications, and with the decision in the Combined Proceeding. 

Board staff submits that the Board has not erred in fact.   The above excerpts 

demonstrate that the combination of TBHE’s intentions in its rate filings and the fact that 

TBHE recovered its PILs proxies that it was entitled to recover for the subject period, 

support the fact that the Board did not err in assessing the manner in which Account 

1562 was used to determine the final balance approved for TBHE.   

 

No Errors in Law 

 

Board staff is of the view that the Board did not err in law because TBHE’s 2002 

distribution rates were only changed in 2004 by leave of the Minister and by application 

for a rate change by TBHE.  While these 2004 rates were declared interim, in 2005 the 

Board made the changed rates final as part of the 2005 application process to include 

the third tranche of MARR, PILs and regulatory asset recoveries.   

 
 

23 EB-2008-0381, Decision and Order, pages 23-24. 
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In this proceeding the Board is not approving a historical balance in Account 1562 that 

was recorded in the distributor’s general ledger at each year end date.  Each distributor 

has to recalculate a theoretical principal balance and related interest carrying charges in 

Account 1562 by following guidance and Board decisions.   

   

Board staff submits that the issue concerning when to start recognizing the entitlement 

to the PILs proxies in the Account 1562 regulatory PILs methodology is a technical 

record-keeping matter subject to the Board’s interpretation rather than an issue of law.  

During the Combined Proceeding, the Board stated that it would examine the 

application of the methodology based on the facts of each distributor. [See pages 9-13 

in this submission.]      

 

Background 

 

TBHE applied for bundled and unbundled rates in its 2001 application [RP-2000-

0055/EB-2000-0497/EB-2001-0163].  On September 14, 2001, the Board received a 

letter24 from TBHE requesting that it implement the new unbundled rates on the date 

that section 26(1) of the Electricity Act, 1998, S.O. 1998, c.15, (Schedule A) came into 

force.  At the time, this was known in the industry as market opening.  TBHE selected 

an ROE of 1.31% and a debt rate of 1.31% as part of its rate minimization strategy to 

shelter its ratepayers.  Bundled rates did not include PILs proxy expense.  The Board 

approved the requests for bundled and unbundled rates on November 8, 2001.  

 

On December 18, 2001 the Premier confirmed that the market would open on May 1, 

2002.25 

 

TBHE filed an application on January 30, 2002, and a revised application on February 

21, 2002 [RP-2002-0026/EB-2002-0035], requesting unbundled rates including PILs to 

become effective on May 1, 2002, the date of market opening under section 26(1). The 

Board in its Decision dated April 5, 2002 granted TBHE the May 1, 2002 effective 

date.26 

  

                                            
24 Attachment 3, TBHE, letter to Board, September 10, 2001, received on September 14, 2001. 
25 http://www.ontarioenergyboard.ca/documents/cases/market_readiness/letter_180102.pdf 
26 Attachment 6, RP-2002-0026/EB-2002-0035, Decision, pages 6-7. 

http://www.ontarioenergyboard.ca/documents/cases/market_readiness/letter_180102.pdf
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TBHE filed an application on November 12, 2002 to correct errors in the street lighting 

rates that it requested in its earlier 2002 application and had been approved by the 

Board with effect from May 1, 2002.  Bill 210 was introduced on November 11, 2002 

and all rate applications in process at that time were discontinued. The Board sent a 

letter to TBHE on January 17, 2003 stating that its application had been discontinued by 

Bill 210 and directed TBHE to obtain the Minister of Energy’s approval in order to make 

a new application. 

 

On February 9, 2004 TBHE filed an application [RP-2004-0098/EB-2004-0084] to 

receive recovery of 25% of regulatory assets and to make rate corrections for errors in 

the prior application.  In its decision, the Board refused to process the rate corrections 

without the Minister’s leave since Bill 210 was still in force.  Interim recovery of 

regulatory assets was allowed.  In its manager’s summary, TBHE stated that it decided 

to charge the city lower unapproved rates for street lighting due to the magnitude of the 

error in its 2002 application.  The Board did not approve these lower rates. 

 

The 2012 IRM Application  

 

As a part of the 2012 IRM application [EB-2011-0197], TBHE applied to dispose of 

Account 1562.  In its pre-filed evidence TBHE recorded its 2001 PILs proxy entitlement 

starting on October 1, 2001 and the 2002 PILs proxy on January 1, 2002. 

 

Board staff suggested in interrogatories that the PILs proxy for 2001 and 2002 should 

be pro-rated for the period from May 1, 2002 (the effective date for 2002 rates) to March 

31, 2004, or 23 months. TBHE responded that it did not consider Board staff’s PILs 

proxy calculation to fairly reflect the 2002 Board decision and that TBHE believes that 

its entitlement to the 2001 PILs proxy should start on October 1, 2001 and its 

entitlement to the 2002 PILs proxy should start on January 1, 2002, as originally filed. 

 

In its reply submission, TBHE acknowledged that it did file an amended application on 

February 21, 2002 for its rates to become effective for May 1, 2002; however, this 

request never indicated that TBHE was forgoing any entitlement to PILs funding.27 

 

In the 2012 IRM application, Board staff was of the view that evidence from TBHE’s 

2001 rates proceeding, RP-2000-0055/EB-2000-0497/EB-2001-0163 and from its 2002 
                                            
27 TBHE Reply, page 3, Issue #1, paragraph 2 
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evidence filed in RP-2002-0026/EB-2002-0035 supports the facts that TBHE 

understood that delaying the effective date of its unbundled rates to May 1, 2002 would 

also delay all components of the unbundled rates including PILs from taking effect. 

 

Form of the 2002 Rate Application Filed by TBHE  

 

The Board uses many regulatory techniques to determine costs that it will allow to be 

incorporated into distribution rates.  In August 2001, the Board approved a deferral 

account to be used to record the PILs impact of section 93 of the Electricity Act coming 

into force on October 1, 2001.  At the time the Board approved the use of this account it 

had not issued instructions for the use of the account. 

 

In December 2001, the Board issued filing instructions for distributors to submit 2002 

applications for rate adjustments to take effect on March 1, 2002.  TBHE filed an 

application for unbundled rates to be effective on May 1, 2002 consisting of an Excel 

rate adjustment model (“RAM”), Excel PILs proxy models for 2001 and 2002, a 

manager’s summary and other relevant documents.  The RAM and other models from 

the time period 2001 to 2006 were filed in the docket of EB-2011-0197, the 2012 IRM 

application. 

 

The elements of the RAM where rates were increased or decreased are as follows. 

 Sheet 1: 2001 OEB approved rate schedule. 

 Sheet 2: 2002 rate schedule including the second year incentive adjustment 

consisting of Input Price Index 0.4% minus the productivity Factor 1.5% which 

resulted in an adjustment factor of -1.1%, or 98.9% of current rates at the time. 

 Sheet 3: calculating the rate increase of adding the 2002 incremental market 

adjusted revenue requirement (MARR) (also known as the second tranche of 

MARR). 

 Sheet 6: 2001 PILs deferral account estimate adder calculation.   

This sheet calculated the fixed and variable portion of the total rate that related to 

the dollar amount of PILs proxy expense for the fourth quarter 2001 of $576,479.  

This dollar value of $576,479 is the theoretical principal amount in account 1562 

as at December 31, 2001 and it was recovered by including the value in the rate 

order.  The dollar amount of this deferred PILs balance was allocated to the 

classes using distribution revenue shares by class.  This allocated cost was 

recovered through a monthly fixed charge and by a variable charge expressed as 
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$/kWh or $/kW depending on the class billing determinants.  This portion of the 

total rate was called a PILs rate sliver.  

 Sheet 8: 2002 PILs proxy estimate adder calculation.   

This sheet calculated the fixed and variable portion of the total rate that related to 

the dollar amount of PILs proxy expense for the whole test year 2002 (January to 

December) of $1,389,804. The dollar amount of the 2002 test year PILs proxy 

expense was allocated to the classes using distribution revenue shares by class.  

This allocated test year cost was recovered in the rate year that began on May 1, 

2002 through a monthly fixed charge and by a variable charge expressed as 

$/kWh or $/kW depending on the class billing determinants.  This portion of the 

total rate was called a PILs rate sliver. 

 Sheet 11: Z-factor adder calculation 

The applicant could have applied for any Z-factors.  The Z-factor rate slivers 

were calculated as described above for PILs. 

 Sheet 13: Transition cost adder calculation  

The applicant could have applied for interim recovery of costs incurred to 

transition to unbundled rates and market opening. The transition cost rate slivers 

were calculated as described above for PILs. 

 Sheet 16: Schedule of rates and charges. 

This rate schedule included the approved unbundled rates plus or minus all of 

the individual adjustments listed above.  Each component of the rate increase 

was isolated for future rate adjustment and accounting purposes.  

 

On April 5, 2002 the Board issued its 2002 decision for TBHE with the approved rate 

schedule (tariff sheet) which included the 2001 and 2002 PILs proxies.  The rates were 

listed as a monthly fixed charge per customer and volumetric rates to be charged on 

demand (kW) or energy (kWh) usage.  Specific service charges were also approved.  

TBHE implemented, or started billing, these rates on consumption after April 30, 2002 

as the distributor had requested. 

 

In the current proceeding evidence, TBHE filed a PILs continuity schedule for the period 

October 1, 2001 through April 30, 2012.  The theoretical closing of Account 1562 was 

April 30, 2006, the day before the Board changed to a new rate adjustment regime on 

May 1, 2006.  From a practical point of view, this account still remains open and will be 

kept open until all distributors receive their decisions on the disposition of Account 1562 

and make the necessary accounting entries.  TBHE’s PILs continuity schedule shows 
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PILs entitlements from October 1, 2001, recoveries from customers starting in May 

2002, annual adjustments calculated in the SIMPIL models and interest calculated on a 

simple interest basis.   

 

Submission 

 

Recoveries from customers are calculated using the PILs rate slivers and billing 

determinants.  These are the PILs components of the total unbundled rates approved by 

the Board in 2002.  Board staff submits that the Board in the current case has not 

reduced the rates implemented by TBHE in 2002.  The only time the Board changed 

TBHE’s 2002 rates was in 2004 when the Board ordered TBHE’s interim changed rates 

to be implemented on April 1, 2004 with an effective date of March 1, 2004 with the 

leave of the Minister of Energy, and after processing an application filed by TBHE.  The 

Board has not reduced the amount of money TBHE has calculated as what it billed its 

customers for PILs from May 1, 2002 through April 30, 2006. 

 

Board staff submits that the Board has not erred in law. The Board has not changed the 

2002 rates, other than by a rate order issued in 2004, as discussed above. The Board 

has not changed the amount that TBHE has calculated as its recoveries from customers 

which is in fact the cash flow directly related to the 2001 and 2002 PILs proxies. 

 

What the Board did do, is determine whether or not the SIMPIL methodology for truing 

up Account 1562 required a further finding regarding the treatment of delayed 

implementation. The Board decided that was the case and it did so by establishing the 

principle of consistency between the manner in which the reconciliation of the SIMPIL 

true up should be calculated and the manner in which the rates were actually charged. 

 

Board staff submits that the Board’s current decision upholds the prior decisions of the 

Board and management’s request of the 2001-2002 time period to relieve the burden on 

ratepayers.  Board staff submits that the Board has not erred in fact or law and the 

Board should dismiss the Motion.  

 

 

 

All of which is respectfully submitted.
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ATTACHMENTS 

 

 

1. Ontario Energy Board (November 8, 2001), Decision RP-2000-0055 / EB-2000-
0497 / EB-2001-0163 (“Thunder Bay 2001 Decision”)  

 
2. Letter from Thunder Bay Hydro to OEB, December 8, 2000 (“December 2000 

Letter”)  
 
3. Letter from Thunder Bay Hydro to OEB, September 10, 2001 (“September 14, 

2001 Letter”)  
 
4. Thunder Bay Hydro Interrogatory Responses in RP-2000-0055 / EB-2000-0497, 

filed April 25, 2001 (“April 2001 IRRs”)  
 
5. Thunder Bay Hydro Interrogatory Responses in RP-2000-0055 / EB-2000-0497, 

filed June 27, 2001 (“June 2001 IRRs”)  
 

6. Ontario Energy Board (April 5, 2002), Decision RP-2002-0026 / EB-2002-0035 
(“Thunder Bay 2002 Decision”)  
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